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1. Introduction
In quantum mechanics, as in classical mechanics, there arc relatively few systems of physical 
interest for which equations of motion yield exact solutions. In practice, since the exactly 
solvable problems are rare, one must frequently resort to approximations. This has culminated 
in the development of many useful approximation techniques, some perturbative and some 
nonperturbative. Among the nonperturbativc approximations, one has for example, the Hill 
determinant [ 1], the two-step procedure [2], the operator method [3], various 1/N expansions 
for spherically symmetric potentials [4], the rational function approach [5), the multiple-step 
recursion approach |6], supersymmetric quantum mechanics-based methods [7], and variational 
approach [8]. Almost all these methods use the anharmonic oscillator Hamiltonian
H  =  P 2 + X 2 +  X X 4 0)
as an example, not only because of its important applications in quantum field theory and 
molecular physics [9] but also because of the work of Bender and Wu [ 101 who have shown
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that the perturbation expansion for the energy level En(A) is not convergent. The eigenvalues 
of the anharmonic oscillator of the type XX2m have been calculated by Biswas et al [1] with 
great success using the Hill determinant approach. Later on, it was pointed out [11 ~ 16J that the 
method [ 1 ] has a limited domain of applicability in the plane of couplings for the sextic oscillator
V{X) = A,A*2 +X2X*+ X i X (', A3 > 0 .
It has been shown [13-15] that the method of Singh, et al [171 fails to produce correct 
eigenvalues for the potential V(X) = -  2X1 -  2X4 + X6. Chaudhuri and Mondal [16] have 
calculated the first four energy levels of this oscillator by introducing a variational parameter in 
the Hill determinant approach following the operator method of Feranchuk and Komarov [3]. 
Killingbeck [15] has calculated energy levels of this oscillator by introducing a variational 
parameter in the exponential convergence factor of the wave function. Recently, Agarwal and 
Varma [18] have shown that it is necessary to introduce a modification on the method of Hill 
determinants by Chaudhuri and Mondal [16] which incorporates the operator method of 
Feranchuk and Komarov [3]. Further we find that even the low-lying energy levels calculated 
by Chaudhuri and Mondal (16] arc not exactly the same as those reported by Killingbeck [15]. 
Hence, we feel that there is a need for generalizing the Hill determinant approach for a general 
oscillator Hamiltonian.
In this communication, we generalize the Hill determinant approach.
2. Hill determinant method
The Hamiltonian under consideration is defined by the relation
H = nT+V(q)>  (2)
where
V(q) = CB(q)+XlHl(q) + X2H2(q) + X?iH^(q)+.....
/v
= C B (q ) + ^ X ,H , (q ) .  (3)
Z
N
represents the perturbation term and fj. is a dimensionless constant. The unperturbed 
Hamiltonian
" c - H 7
, CB(q)\
*  J
(4)
satisfies the eigenvalue relation
Hc \n>c = n E n(C) \n>c , (5)
where En(C) is the n-th unperturbed energy and I n >c is the corresponding n-th eigenfunction. 
Now we shift the parameter C to a new parameter C, where
C , = £  +1 II Z * i« i
/= I
<g\H,(q) \g>  
< g \pB (q ) \g>  c (6)
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Hence, the new unperturbed Hamiltonian £ c satisfies the eigenvalue relation.
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"c- *n ><\ -n [ T  + C |B(<?)]n > r  (7)
The function I n >(  ^ can be obtained directly from the unperturbed function I n >c by 
replacing C by C,. In the above, I H >q stands lor the groundstate wave function of It is 
seen that in eq. (6) C] is also a function ot C. Further the contribution of Cj is determined in 
terms of diagonal term of Hfiq) without considering the non-diagonal contribution of H{{q). 
Hence, the contribution ol non-diagonal part of H^q) can be included through the parameter 
CC{ . Therefore, we propose to determine a( using the non-diagonal matrix elements of H((q) 
through the parameter C as 119]
<, e l H.(q)\g >
< 8 1 Hx(q)\m > - a  ----- — —----- <g\B{q)\m >
where suffix ‘C  stands for unperturbed state in cq.(4). Further in eq.(8) the value of m to be 
considered for which the matrix elements <g\H }(q)\ m > and < g I B(q) 1 m> yield nonzero value. 
Hence, the original Hamiltonian in eq. (2) is rewritten as
H = Hc  ^ + H2p + Hin ’ (9)
where 7/?/) and H,N are the diagonal and the nondiagonal parts of
< g\H,Uj)\g>c
' B(q)
<g\B{q)\g>c ( 10)
Now, wc use orthonormal basis vector I m >c to express the wave function 'Fas
¥' = 5 > J ' " >r 1 (11)
m ~ { )
and solve the eigenvalue equation
H' B  = E'B • (l2)
3. Application
In order to make the procedure accessible to the reader, we apply it to the general oscillator 
characterized by the Hamiltonian
H = fip2+XiX 2+X2X A+X)X6 
with (A, > 0). The expression fo r//lv for the above Hamiltonian is 
Hw = f i ( P2 + W 2X 2), (14)
where
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, A. <0IA,X4I0>w <0IA,X6I0>w
U /  2  -  __L 4. /y _______ £_________ iL -L /v _______ 2_________ 2L
' < O I / i X 2 IO>v  2 <01 pX2 I 0 > w
The value of a x is determined by the condition
<0IX 4l2 > - « ,
<0IX 4I0>
<0IX 2I0>
<0IX 2I2> = 0
(15)
(16)
on substituting / = 1 in eq. (8) and is found to be 2. Similarly by putting / = 2 in eq. (8), the value 
of a2 is found to be 3. Hence, the parameter Wsatisfies the following quartic equation
4W2/r-4A,IV2 -12A2IV-45A3 = 0 . (17)
The expression for /f, is
H7 = a. x 4 - ^ - * 2
IV
+ A. X‘ - - * U 2
41V2 (18)
Using eqs. (11,12), one obtains the following recurrence relation that is satisfied by .
P , A , - 6  +  QnA . - 4  +  RmAm-l + SmAm + TmAm+2 + UmAm->4 + Vn,Am*b = 0  • < 1 9 >
where
P  = — ~r \m(m  -1) (m -  2) (m  -  3) (m  - 4 ) ( m -  5)1 m 8 ly 3 l j
m (19a)
Qm =
3A,(2/w-3) A-
— =5----------+
m  4W~
[ m ( m  - 1) ( m  -  2) ( m  -  3)] 1/2 (19b)
* ,=
15A,(m + l) A,
--------------+
8W* VT
(ffj-2)[ffi(w-l)]11/2 (19c)
A • wj 6 A« i A, i i
5 wi =  mlV/i + -------+ — t ( w  + / w) +  — ^ -(2 0 /n  +  30w ~ +  40m )
m IV 41V2 81V3
Wu A. 3A. 15A,-I — + —JL +  ' +   1 _  F
2 2W 4 W2 81V3
(19d)
~ Rm+2 '
~ Qm+4 ’
v  = Pm m+6 '
(19e)
(19f)
(19*)
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e eigenvalue condition of the Hill determinant in the limit of large N is det DN=0. With
R
d n =
n+2
Q,71+4
n+6
T n K 0 . . . .  '
^i+2 U ',+ 2 w -
R n+4 ^+ 4 T„ + 4 " n + 4 ~
Q t +  6 ^w+6 s „ +6
V /
(20)
where « = 0 for even parity eigenvalues andn= 1 for those of odd parity. The zeros of D asa 
function of the parameter E give the energy eigenvalues of the problem N
4, Comparison with some exact results
For any m-bitrary values of A,, A, and A,, it is impossible to find exact solution of the Hamiltonian
mEq.(13). However,forsome specif,cvaluesof A,,A3 with A2 = 0, one can solve itexactly. We
T ab le  1. C om parison with exact result
First tw o 
even levels
a , a , *2 Present Previous [14]
0 1 3 0 1 935 482 104 3 1 935 4832 1 1 6 80 9 7 0 880 6
0 2 1 697 20 8 7 963 6 I 697 208
2 10 836 4 5 9 224 8
0 1 1 435 6 2 4 618 9 1.435 6 2 5
9 966 622 001 9
0 0 1 144 802 4 5 4 3 1.144 802
2 9 073 0 8 4 593 2
0 -1 0 816 648 633 7 0 816 6 4 9
2 8 159 2 65 116 3
0 _2 0 4 4 0 0 6 7 8831 3 0 4 4 0 0 68
2 7 231 201 533 8
0 - 3 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0
2 6 298 4 95 9 4 4 2
0 - 1 - 0  523 268 6 2 0 5 - 0  523 269
2 5 374 9 7 0 0 19 7
0 - 5 -1  153 538 008 9 -1 153 538
2 4 .478 041 4 2 0 3
0 - 6 -1 .9 1 5 464 4 1 6 9 -1 .9 1 5 4 6 4
2 3 .625 337 212 7
0 - 7 -2 .8 2 8 4 2 7 144 9 -2 .8 2 8 427
2 2 828 4 2 7 0 4 0 6
0 - 8 -3  9 00 6 35 135 3 -3 .9 0 0 6 3 5
2 2 086 528 041 3
0 -1  1 - 8 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 8
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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5. Comparison between self-consistent and variational parameter calculation
In the previous examples, wc find that the present self-consistent parameter Cl when used in 
eq. (11) has yielded results that are in good agreement with the previous one. Let us consider 
another exactly solvable non-linear oscillator of the form [20-22]
H  =  P2+X2+X2<X2>. (21)
Using present self-consistent method, wc find that the parameter W satisfies the cubic 
equation
W ' - W - 0.5 = 0 (22)
and the ground state energy is
£n = W= 1.191 487, (23)
which remains the same as the exact one [20]. However, when variational principle is used, the 
parameter W satisfies the cubic equation
W * - W - 1=0 (24)
and the ground state energy is found to be E0 (variational) = 1.176 560. Hence, wc find that the 
variational based calculation has failed in reproducing the correct ground slate energy of the 
non-linear oscillator eq.(21).
6. Discussion
Apart from the comparison with the exactly solvable results in Table 1, we also present the first 
five (even and odd) convergent energy levels of the anharmonic oscillator
V(X) = + X 4(/li = 4 ,A, = 1,A3 = 0) in Table 2 and compare the same with the
20-th order perturbation calculation by Caswell [23]. In this case, wc have calculated the results
T abic 2. The first five (even and odd) energy levels o f  the osc illa to r
h a v e  c o m p a r e d  th e  f ir s t  tw o  e v e n  s ta te s  w ith  th e  e x a c t  r e s u lt s  o f  T a te r  a n d  T u rb in e r  [1 4 ]  a n d
f in d  th a t  in  a ll th e  c a s e s ,  p r e s e n t  c o m p u te d  v a lu e  y ie ld s  g o o d  a g r e e m e n t  ( s e e  T a b le  1).
-tX4( ^ = ^ , A 1 = l . A ,  = l.As =0)
L evels P resen t (even ) P rev ious [23]
0 0 .8 0 3 7 7 0 651 2 3 4 27 0 803 7 7 0 651 3
2 5 179 291 6 8 7 6 3 9 4 5 179 291 681 3
4 10 963 5 8 3 0 9 4 127 10 9 63 5 8 3 0 9 6
6 17 6 3 4 0 4 9 1 16 138 17 6 3 4 0 4 9 115
8 24  9 9 4 9 3 6 4 0 9 5 0 2 24 9 9 4 9 3 6 4 1 2
L evels P resent (odd) P rev ious [231
1 2 737 8 9 2 2 6 8 0 0 8 4 2 7 37 892 2 6 8
3 7 942 4 0 3 9 8 4 391 0 7 9 4 2 4 0 4
5 14 203 139 104 5 2 9 1 4 .2 0 3 139 102
7 21 2 3 6 4 3 5 4 8 6 7 5 8 21 2 3 6 4 3 5 4 8 9
9 2 8 .8 9 7 251 1 19 2 2 3 2 8 .8 9 7 251 12
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ior N — 40 and find that the results do not change even if N is increased upto N = 400. Present 
12 decimal results are taken from the determinant si/.e (80 x 80).
In the above case, the cubic equation has exact solution i.e. W = 2. However, for 
anharmonic oscillator V( X)  = X2 + X \ j i  -  A, = A2 = 1, A, = 0), we find cubic equation 
— W — 3 = 0 has a single positive root. Using W = 1.671 699 8816, wc arc able to reproduce 
values tabulated previously |24|. Similarly, for the quartic oscillator V(X) =X4 using the value 
of W= 1.4422495703074, we arc able to reproduce previous values [24], In Table 3, wc quote first 
five even parity and odd parity levels. Present results are from the size N = 80.
Table 3. First five even and odd energy levels of the V(X) = X : + X ‘ and V'(X) -  X4 
(See B anerjce et a l 124] for com parison)
L evels Present t'(X) 
W = 1 671
= X2 + X4 
6<M 8816 W
Present 
-  1 442
V(X) XA 
12495703074
0 1 392 351 641 5 3 0 1 0 6 0 362 0 9 0 4 8 4
2 8 655 0 4 9 9 5 7 7 59 7 455 6 9 7 9 3 7 9 8 6
4 18 057 557 4 3 6 303 16 261 8 2 6 0 1 8 8 5 0
6 28 835 338 4 5 9 5 0 4 26 528 471 183 6 8 2
8 40  6 9 0 3 86 0 82 106 3 7 .9 2 3 001 0 2 7 0 34
1 4 648 812 704 212 3 799 67 3 0 2 9 ~80l
3 13 .1 5 6 803 898 0 4 9 1 1 6 44 745 51 1 37 8
5 23 297 441 451 223 2 1 .2 3 8 372 9 1 8 2 35
7 34 6 4 0 848 32 1 1 1 1 32 098 597 7 1 0 9 6 8
9 46  965 0 0 9 505 6 7 5 43 981 158 0 9 7 2 8 9
In Tabic 4, we present the first ten convergent energy levels of the scxtic double well 
oscillator VW = - X 2 + 0. \Xb(fj = 1, A, = 1. A., = 0, A , = 0 .1) and compare with that of Chaudhuri 
and Mondal [ 16] In this case, we have started from /V- 49 and increased upto(V = 490. Here also 
we find very good convergence.
Tabic 4. The first five (even and odd) energy levels ol the S ex tic-dou b le -w elL o sc illa to r
v w )  = -  x : + o i r x g  = 1, A, = 1 ii it 0.1)
L evels P resen t (even) P revious |1 6 |
0 - 0  0 44 241 293 541 8 - 0 44 24 1
2 3 457 0 3 8 385 91 3 457 0 39
4 10 0 63 08  3 061 2
6 1 8 549 4 0 7 539 9
8 28 6 3 7 155 0 9 4 8
L ev e ls Present (odd) P rev ious [16]
1 0 0 6 303 8 0 6 12 1.006 304
6 .4 6 7 9 1 5 288 49 6 .4 6 7 9 1 9
14 0 0 7 0 1 0 327 3
2 3 .4 1 2 4 7 0 501 7
3 4 .2 0 0 0 5 5 3 4 5 2
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In Tabic 5, we present the first seven convergent energy levels of the V(X) = - 2X2 -  2X4 
+ X6 (// = 1, A, = -2, ^  = -2, A3 = 1) sextic-double-well-oscillator and compare results with the 
previous results [15, 16). Like the previous cases, we have started from N = 63 and increased 
uptoN = 490.
T ab le  5. The first three (even and odd) energy levels o f the double-w ell-oscilla to r 
V(X) = -  2X2 -  2X4 + X6(/i = 1, A, = -2 , A2 = -2 , A, =  1).
L evels P resen t (even ) P rev ious [16] P rev ious [15]
0 - 1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 110 6 - 0 .9 9 9  9 8 7 - 1 . 0
2 3 6 2 9 8 25 9 1 6 1 3 6 2 9  8 8 0 3 .6 2 9  8 27
4 13 3 5 0 9 4 5 2 2 5 9
6 26 517 0 8 8 2 9 9 6
L evels P resen t (even ) P rev ious [16] P rev ious [15]
1 -  0 .154 110 6 8 9 3 -  0 .1 5 4  0 9 3
3 8 .0 0 7 5 6 0 3 5 6 4 8 .0 0 7  7 4 2
5 19 555 765 5 2 0 3
Further, we have included only few energy levels as we do not find more results for 
comparison. In all cases, while computing eigenvalues, we use the appropriate value of W
satisfying the limiting condition f 19] W —> when A2 => 0, A3 => 0.
In this approach for the oscillator Hamiltonian, we find that the value of W used here is 
in contradiction with the Hill determinant approach of Biswas ef al [ 1 ] where the value of IV is 
taken as 1 i.e. W= 1. Further for the value of W= 1, the strength of the diagonal matrix clement
< n IH I n > as well as the non-diagonal matrix element < n IH I m > is never reduced to minimum. 
Perhaps this is the reason why the determinant size in the Hill determinant approach of Biswas 
et al [ 1 ] is very large. The larger the strength of the matrix element, the larger is the size of the 
determinant needed to yield accurate energy levels [8], Using wave functions Im >c, , the 
strength of matrix element <n\H\m>q  or <n\H\n>q  (for/i=  l/2 o rA =  1/2 or 1, A2= I, 
A3 = 0) in the larger limit, goes asn2/W 2 whereas in the previous Hill determinant approach 111, 
it goes as n2. For potential of the type V(X) ^ X 2 + X2 <Xm> where m is an even number, the 
present method yields the correct ground state where as variational parameter fails to yield 
correct ground state.
In addition to this, using the present value of W from eq. (17), we find that matrix element
< 0\H\2>C^ ixxms out to be zero for the oscillator Hamiltonian i.e. < Q\H\2>C = 0. This has
been made possible due to the value of a{. Without the value of a{, the condition < 01 H\2 >c 
= 0 is never achieved for the oscillator Hamiltonian. It is worth mentioning that the condition
< 0 I H I 2 > = 0 has been widely used in nuclear physics [25] to findout the most effective 
Hamiltonian. However for other Hamiltonians, the condition < g\H\m> = < 11 //12> = 0 
( g * m )  should not be used to yield effective Hamiltonians. For example, consider the 
charmonium model potential [26] V(r) = - 1 ^ . The ground state energy using a{ from eq (8) 
is < 11 //11 >c = -0.42707 in the zeroth order approximation [27]. However, if the condition 
< 1I//I2> = 0  alone is used instead of eq.(8), then the ground state energy becomes
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< II H\1 >=-0.42645. The exact ground state energy |26] for this Hamiltonian is -0.428 11. 
Hence, in finding out the effective Hamiltonian for energy calculation, the role of otl is absolutely 
indispensable. It is interesting to note that the present self-consistent parameter which is non- 
variational in nature, remains the same as variational parameter for oscillator of the type 
V(X)  = + X2X + A3X6. However, for oscillator of the type V(X)  = X 2 + X2 < X 2 >,
present self-consistent parameter is different from that of the variational parameter.
Lastly, the present method is simple and accurate. It can be applied to all oscillator 
potentials uniformly without any modification unlike other approximation [ 16,18]. Apart from 
oscillator potentials, we find this approximation can also be used for non-oscillator potentials 
discussed elsewhere [19,27].
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